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Chairperson’s Statement 

for the year ended 31 December 2020 

To all our service users, volunteers, staff, directors, accountants.

I have been a member of the board for the last 8 years and chairman for the last 5 years.

2020 as everyone knows was a very difficult year for so many reasons due to Covid 19.

Back in March 2020 the board, Breda, Trish and Linda were all concerned about the effect Covid would have from then onwards. It was a

worry at that stage that our services would have to be curtailed and that our funding would be seriously impacted. We were keenly aware

that we had strong policies in place and had made provisions over the years for this type of eventuality. We had reserves in place so we

knew we would get through 2020 whatever happened.

As it turned out 2020 was an amazing year and our fears were unfounded. We were able to continue our mission with amazing support from

the people of Kerry and beyond.

We were very blessed with some very inventive fundraising efforts throughout the year. Radio Kerry did a great week of promotions for the 4

Kerry cancer charities and we were each the recipients of 25% of the money raised. We were delighted to get a very positive shout out on

the Late Late show from John Brennan of the Park Hotel. These are only a couple of the very many things that happened to keep us on the

road in 2020. I as chairman was blown away by the generosity of people throughout the year both financially and in donating services to

help us stay safe during the pandemic. We also found that online funding became a great addition to our fundraising and sincere thanks to

all who continue to support us in this way.

I would like to pay a huge debt of gratitude to our service manager Breda, admin/accounts Trish and admin support Linda for their hard work

and dedication throughout last year. They were fully committed to looking after the service users both to Cork and Limerick as their first

priority and their own concern for safety was very much put second. It is because of dedicated people like them that every service user was

looked after. A debt of gratitude goes to our drivers who became frontline workers over night. They worked endlessly and tirelessly

throughout. Paudie Collins and his team are a vital part of our team and we are extremely grateful to have them.  We have a bank of

volunteers who give their time to the charity and they were invaluable to us in 2020. They stepped up to make sure we stayed running.

Thanks to each and every on of them. 

I would also like to pay tribute to my fellow members on the board who were always available to help out if required to do so. We had to

adapt in many ways to the pandemic but they did not waver and have remained firm advocates for the charity.

I would also like to thank anybody else whose name I have not included for your help and support during 2020.

I would now like to finish by wishing all our service users every blessing and good luck and health for 2021.

Chairperson

Date 21-06-2021
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Service Manager’s Statement 

for the year ended 31 December 2020 

 2020 started like any other with time for reflection on our previous year and time for planning the one ahead. Kerry Cancer Support Trust

CLG Healthlink Transport was celebrating ten years on the road and we had many events planned to celebrate the milestone. The service

had grown from a leased 14-seater vehicle in the very beginning to now having 3 vehicles on the road supporting patients from all over

Kerry and beyond through their journeys. Our goals for the year were to continue to provide the best service to our service users and to

replace our Cork bus with a wheelchair accessible one. We wanted to have the service accessible to everyone.

 Very soon into 2020 we started to hear news about Corona Virus or Covid 19 as it became commonly known. We had no idea of the

impact it would have on us as a service, charity and on society in general.

 In February we started to cancel events and in March the country went into lockdown. Everything was cancelled and most doors were

closed. However, in our case we quickly realised that we would have to adapt to this “new normal” and cancer didn’t stop so we continued

to transport our service users. We were at the forefront of a Pandemic and in light of increased need much work was undertaken to

understand and respond to emerging guidelines and continuous changes. 

 Our biggest concern in 2020 was keeping our service users, drivers and volunteers safe. We implemented strict Covid protocols in line with

all of the guidelines and centres that we transport to. We were overwhelmed with the support that we received from the public with

donations of very practical items to help us to do this. We are very happy to report that we got through the year unscathed and kept

everyone safe throughout.

 We had glimmers of hope throughout 2020 when there were easing of restrictions and we had a few fundraising events but on the whole

we had to think outside the box and come up with new ideas. There were a lot of virtual events and online fundraisers.

 Our focus on raising awareness around cancer prevention is very important. We couldn’t deliver our talks in the usual way so during 2020

we did some online training and delivered remote presentations to groups who needed them. We see this as an area that will grow.

 Kerry Cancer Support Trust CLG remains fully committed to being the leading provider of healthlink transport in the region. We aim to be

inclusive to all and while this did not happen in 2020 our aim is to make it happen. We believe that everyone should have access to our

service no matter what their circumstances are. 

 I would like to thank our funders for the continued support of the organisation to deliver on its mission and participate in. I would like to

sincerely thank Trish, Linda all of our drivers and volunteers for their dedication to the organisation during the year. Where others would

have ran to the hills, they put the shoulder to the wheel and I am always grateful to have a team as reliable and hardworking as them.

Similarly, I would like to express my gratitude to our board of Trustees for their time and their professional skills and ensuring that Kerry

Cancer Support Trust CLG meets the highest governance standards. 

As I write we are in still the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic. We have responded robustly to the challenges that it presents for our service

users, services, volunteers and staff. We are confident that we will continue to face these 

challenges head on and provide services that are responsive and relevant in times of enormous challenge. 

Service Manager

Date 21-06-2021
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ANNUAL REPORT

Healthlink transport - The principal activity for which the Company is established is to act as a charitable organisation

that provides transport free of charge to those needing it to cancer treatment in a safe, secure, confidential and

supportive manner and to also provide support and information to those using our service and to the wider community.

Bridging Transport – supported individual transport to cancer related appointments where no other service meets

patients’ needs.

Information and Awareness – Raising awareness around cancer prevention in the community. 

Principal Activities

Healthlink transport – 2020 Was to be a year of

celebration for this service which had grown from

strength to strength over its ten years in operation. The

year however took a completely different turn and the

service had to be completely adapted from the one we

were accustomed to. Our Cork bus which usually could

transport 30 was reduced to 8 and max 15 depending

on which level of restriction we were under. This often

meant that we were leasing extra vehicles to meet the

higher demands on our service. The centres that we

transport to preferred patients to have as few contacts

as possible so remaining in bubbles became the norm

and our service was the safe option. Our Limerick bus

too had reduced capacity and this route had to have

extra vehicles provided to meet demand on many

occasions. We put strict protocols in place for all of our

services from the very beginning. We have transported

415 people to 4543 cancer related

treatments/appointments in the past year.
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ANNUAL REPORT

Bridging Transport – During 2020 our bridging transport became an integral part of the

service and we were as always extremely grateful to Kieran Griffin at Kerry Motor Works for

his ongoing support in facilitating a sponsored jeep from Ford to run the service. Due to

Covid 19 we implemented travel bubbles and transported a lot more individuals separately

this way. We transported 98 people in this service

 

Information and Awareness – Face to face

presentations to schools and groups in the

region came to an abrupt end in March. We

had to come up with new ways to get the

information out to the people that we wanted

to reach. We have always had an active

social media presence so instead of using it

for events we used it to raise awareness.

We also embraced the newer mediums like

Zoom and Teams and upgraded our IT so

that we were able to start delivering

awareness talks online and we will develop

this further in the future. 
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ANNUAL REPORT

Financial Review

Kerry Cancer Support Trust CLG continues to rely on a high level of support from the public to deliver our

essential services and this has become challenging in the economic environment in recent years. We

continue to drive efficiencies where possible within the organisation in order to keep our frontline services

running. More and more people are turning to our service for support and even though the financial

environment for charities is a challenging one we will strive to meet the needs of our service users. In 2020

our average weekly outlay was €5500. The Annual Accounts and Financial Statements for Kerry Cancer

Support Trust CLG are audited annually by PSC Accountants, Advisors, Certified Public Accountants and

Statutory Auditors as prescribed in the Companies Act 2014 and FRS 102, which is the Financial Reporting

Standard applicable to the UK and Republic of Ireland, issued by the Financial Reporting Council.

Constitution

Structure, Governance and Management 

The company is registered as a charitable

company limited by guarantee and is a

registered charity in Republic of Ireland

(Revenue Charity number CHY19048 and

Charity Regulator number 20074159). 

The primary object for which the Company

is established is to act as a charitable

organisation that provides transport free of

charge to those needing it to cancer

treatment in a safe, secure, confidential and

supportive manner and to also provide

support and information to those using our

service and to the wider community. There

have been no changes to this since the last

annual report. 
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ANNUAL REPORT

Our History

Kerry Cancer Support Trust CLG is a fully registered charity that was established in 2007 and came about as

a result of changes in the health service at the time. Many cancer services were moved from regional

hospitals to centres of excellence. This left many patients in the region with the obstacle of transport to these

centres. The charity was established to meet these needs and has gone from strength to strength since then.

Our signature service the “Kerry Cork Health Link Bus” came to fruition in 2010 and started with a 14 seater

minibus and as demand quickly grew so did the bus.

We now provide transport to service users in our buses and through our Bridging Transport Service. These

services are provided free of charge and in a confidential and supportive manner. We transport to hospitals in

Cork, Limerick and Galway. We have direct referral pathways to many of the hospitals that we transport to

which means our service users have a “block booking”. This means that those who travel on the bus are seen

together so there are no delays and long waiting times for appointments. The service is a vital and essential

one and has been likened, by users, to a “travelling support group”.

We also provide support through our Peer Companion Programme where past service users can come and

speak to new service users about their experiences and give support and encouragement. We also have the

facility to watch information DVDs and a range of information booklets etc to hand at our centre. We link with

other groups to provide the best possible care for our service users.

We provide information by delivering a “Reduce your Risk” programme to schools and Community groups in

the region. This service provides information on cancer and ways to reduce the risk, knowing your body,

looking out for changes, acting on those changes and a healthy lifestyle.

We rebranded in 2018 with a new logo and website. The new logo incorporated all of our services and the

website made those services more accessible to everyone. 
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ANNUAL REPORT

Vision - To provide an unparalleled experience as the most trusted partner for health care transport in the

region

Mission - No one should face their cancer journey alone: Kerry Cancer Support Trust CLG is devoted to

maintaining a warm, welcoming environment while ensuring that service users have immediate access to

our free programmes and resources. Our professional staff strive to help people affected by cancer in a

way that is as supportive and helpful as possible to achieve the highest quality of life. Kerry Cancer

Support Trust CLG is a community-based, volunteer-driven, community-supported organisation.

Values - 

Policies and Objectives

OUR AIMS – Our Vision, Mission and Values 

At Kerry Cancer Support Trust CLG we believe that no one should face their cancer journey alone.

-Provision of professional service - We commit to continue to provide a professional service that meets the

needs of our service users, their families and the medical communities that we transport to 

-Continuous improvement - We will always strive to find ways to improve and develop our service to the best

benefit of our service users 

-Integrity - Our actions and relationships with our stakeholders are characterised by honesty and openness

and transparency in all our dealings

-Accountability - We are accountable for our decisions and actions- to our service, funders, staff, volunteers,

members, partner companies and stakeholders. 

Main Centres we transport to

Glandore Centre CUH                           Bons Cork                                          Mid Western Centre UHL
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ANNUAL REPORT

METHOD OF ELECTION OR APPOINTMENT OF TRUSTEES

The strategic direction and governance of the company is the responsibility of the Trustees who are elected and

co-opted under the terms of the Articles of Association. Kerry Cancer Support Trust’s constitution was reviewed

and updated in 2017. 

The names of the Trustees of the board at any time during the year ended 31 December 2020 and up to the date

of this report are set out on page 2. 

The Board met ten times in 2020 through various means due to Covid 19. These included in person, remotely,

online, email and conference call. 

POLICIES ADOPTED FOR THE INDUCTION AND TRAINING OF TRUSTEES

Newly appointed trustees receive an induction pack covering responsibilities and involvement outside of formal

Trustee meetings. This pack contains all relevant documentation relating to the charity and also the relevant

policies.

OUR GOVERNANCE 

Our governance structure was reviewed in 2017 in accordance with national changes. This is now ongoing and

responsibility has been taken by one of our Trustees and our Service Manager. Kerry Cancer Support Trust is

satisfied that we have a very high governance standard and is committed to full compliance with the CRA, our

adoption of the Charities Governance Code and our compliance with the Guidelines for Charitable Organisations

on fundraising from the public.

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE AND DECISION MAKING

In order to ensure that Kerry Cancer Support Trust CLG is managed efficiently and effectively, the Trustees have

delegated a range of day-to-day decision-making powers to management. The Trustees have established

appropriate controls and mechanisms to ensure that the staff team operate within the powers delegated to it. 

Kerry Cancer Support Trust CLG Have 2.5 Staff members.

In 2020 the team comprised of Service Manager (Breda Dyland), Trish Kelly (Admin/Accounts) and Linda Daly

(Admin/Support). The Team are responsible for the management of the organisation, in line with the strategic

direction agreed with the Trustees with robust reporting structures in place. 
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ANNUAL REPORT

RISK MANAGEMENT

Kerry Cancer Support Trust CLG has assessed the major risks to which the company is exposed, in particular those related to the

operations and finances of the company, and are satisfied that systems and procedures are in place to mitigate our exposure to the

major risks. 

Financial risks – the organisation exposes itself to a variety of financial risks. We have focused on the reduction or where possible

the mitigation of the impact of volatility of risk factors. For example, a key risk is a reduction in income from the public leading to

funding shortfalls. Measures to mitigate this risk include strong budgetary management and cost control and proactive negotiations

with key stakeholders on appropriate project budgets designed to cover direct and indirect costs. 

Performance risk – We place importance on continuous monitoring of the performance of the organisation and hold regular

meetings to review in detail. For example, as an organisation we are committed to high quality service provision. To ensure this, we

adopt several measures including regular meetings and discussions with service users as to how we can improve. 

Insurable risk – the organisation incurs exposure to employer, public and property damage liability by virtue of the nature of its

operations. A strong emphasis is placed on health and safety and risk management practices and insurance cover is maintained

which further mitigates this risk, subject to levels of insurance where it is deemed appropriate to do so. 

Reputational risk – We are conscious of the importance of charity reputation. We have undertaken steps to ensure our governance

and management structures are robust to ensure confidence from all stakeholders. 

IT risk– Due to the increasing complexity of IT practices and applications, together with comprehensive regulation on Data

Protection, we have included these issues in our risk management processes to mitigate risk. 

Health and Safety risk – We recognise the importance of health and safety in all of our services. To ensure this, there are robust

systems and structures in place with regular reporting to the Board.

People risk – We recognise the importance of employee and volunteer engagement within the organisation. To ensure this, we

adopt a number of measures including regular updates on staff and volunteers and implement strategies to maintain high levels of

staff morale. 

Covid-19 – In the first half of 2020, the outbreak of Covid-19 spread throughout the World. The initial impact of this has been severe

and has resulted in a significant worldwide slowdown in economic activity. In Ireland, the economic impact of this pandemic has

been characterised by the temporary closure of many businesses in “non-essential” areas to ensure that people’s movements are

restricted in order to slow down the spread of the virus. The effect of Covid-19 presents a number of risks for the charity, the effects

of which cannot be fully reported. 

Although the effects cannot be fully determined, we believe that the main risks associated with Covid-19 are as follows; 

-a prolonged period of government recommendations and restrictions on the movement of people and ongoing changes in our

hospital systems.

-an increased demand for the charity’s services.

-a potential reduction in funding due to an economic downturn. 
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ANNUAL REPORT

To expand and improve the service to reach and support a wider community 

To provide a service that is accessible to everyone 

To provide information and awareness about cancer in our community 

To create new ways to support our service users in practical ways

To change lives by inspiring and engaging a range of supporters through volunteering and fundraising 

OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES 

 

STRATEGIES FOR ACHIEVING OBJECTIVES 

 

In 2020 Kerry Cancer Support Trust worked in pursuit of the 5 strategic goals. These are: 

 Goals – 

 

We have considered the Charities Legislation which sets out the requirements for charities to demonstrate their

aims and activities are for public benefit. We can confirm that we have had regard to the Charities Regulatory

Authority's guidance on public benefit. Our services are available to anyone who needs them, within the limits of

our resources. The people who are our beneficiaries are at the heart of everything we do in line with our values as

described above. 

The model which underpins the 10 years’ growth of Kerry Cancer Support Trust continues to be robust. The

organisation's reputation is founded on strong values vested in a professional approach to the care and support of

people who are going through their cancer journey. High calibre, paid staff, are complemented by dedicated

volunteers. Ongoing support from the public and gaining access to new funding streams year on year remains a

key strength, as does the excellent working relationship with the centres that we transport to. These fundamentals

provide confidence as to the sustainability of Kerry Cancer Support Trust. 
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ANNUAL REPORT

We continued to transport our service users to cancer related appointments in centres in Cork and Limerick

with our buses and the Kerry Motor Works sponsored jeep. We have had to reduce capacity in our vehicles so

had to lease vehicles to meet demand. For example, we have a 30-seat vehicle which could only transport 8-

15 patients safely dependant on what level of restriction was in place. We had to invest in deep cleaning and

sterilisation of our vehicles, provide PPE to our drivers, sanitiser and masks to our service users.

We further developed our Peer Companion Programme to supports our service users over the phone and

remotely. 

We became more involved at national level and improved our ability to influence at a governmental and policy

level.

We continued to advocate for the restoration of HSE funding cuts and improvements in section 39 funding and

hope that we might eventually qualify.

We enhanced our presence in different media platforms and increased our volunteer base. 

We took part in and delivered training and awareness workshops with the Volunteer Centre, The Wheel and

The Carmichael Centre. 

We continue to embed our Vision, Mission and Values culture throughout the organisation on an ongoing

basis. 

We liaised with other voluntary agencies in the region to make sure all of our service users got the support

that they needed throughout Covid. 

MAIN ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN TO FURTHER THE CHARITY'S PURPOSES FOR PUBLIC BENEFIT 

 In 2020, the organisation provided transport for 415 people to 4543 cancer related treatments/appointments. 98

individuals used our bridging transport service. Our centre was closed for the main part of 2020 due to Covid 19

but we had 257 centre visits Jan-Mid March. After that we dealt with service users and their families remotely and

on the phone and had over 1700 calls for the rest of the year. 

In line with our strategic objectives, our main priorities and achievements in 2020 were as follows: 
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ANNUAL REPORT

VOLUNTEERS

Kerry Cancer Support Trust has a strong culture of volunteering. We believe that the voluntary sector organisation

should be a platform for people to show their care and compassion, and that the experience should be as

beneficial to the volunteers as it is to us. We will ensure that volunteers have a strong involvement in the

development of the organisation. 

We are grateful for the unstinting efforts of our volunteers who provide such added value to those benefitting from

our services. Volunteers also play an active role in supporting our administration and fundraising functions. In

2020, the number of volunteers to help us out through driving, online support, blankets of hope and many other

ways was 281. The volunteer hours given to the organisation were over 5,000. For this we are always extremely

grateful. 

Kerry Cancer Support Trust have a volunteer policy in place, overseen by our service manager. Volunteers are

given support in each service where they are placed. There is a comprehensive induction programme in place

before commencing any work in our services and there is on-going review and support in place.
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ANNUAL REPORT

RESERVES POLICY

We have adopted a reserves policy which we consider appropriate to ensure the continued ability of the charity to

meet its objectives. Consideration is given to assessing the risk probability and the likely impact on our ability to

meet our financial obligations or reduce our expenditure in the short term as a result of a decline in income. To

mitigate this risk, we review all sources of income on an ongoing basis and implement policy of growth and

development. In addition, reserve levels are monitored to ensure that they are maintained at a reasonable level in

the context of planned expenditure and future commitments. The organisation is well placed with any risk of any

economic challenges that it faces. 

EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT AND INCLUSION OF EMPLOYEES AND VOLUNTEERS

Kerry Cancer Support Trust embraces the potential of people. 

We believe in the potential of people and work collaboratively in a way which empowers them to make decisions,

set goals, take risks, make mistakes, and learn from them. 

We treat all staff and volunteers with respect, consult with them, listen to them, and act appropriately. 

We are committed to individual and organisational development and that staff and volunteers are crucial to

achieving our mission, and will invest in them in order to help them develop and make the best use of their skills.

We do this in different ways through training, support, appraisal and feedback. 

We have implemented a number of detailed policies in relation to all aspects of personnel matters including: 

-Transport Policy

-Volunteers' policy

-Health & safety policy

In accordance with the company's Equal opportunities policy, the company has long established fair employment

practices in the recruitment, selection, retention and training of staff and volunteers. 

Full details of these policies are available from our centre in Tralee. 
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ANNUAL REPORT

Comprehensively review our strategic plan.

Continue to improve our supported transport service in line with new guidelines and to operate our existing

services to the high standard expected.

Continue to reserve some funding to purchase a wheelchair accessible vehicle.

Continue our awareness work.

Deal with the impact of the COVID crisis for cancer patients in the region through the improved provision of

our services.

Continue to lobby and influence others for change and improvement to services.

Advocate for HSE funding.

Continue to update our stakeholders through the different media outlets available to us and increase media

presence where possible.

Continue with our fundraising.

Review our links with other agencies to help our service users in the best way possible.

 FUTURE PLANS AND OBJECTIVES FOR 2021: 

 Our main priorities for 2021 are as follows:  

We are not expecting to make any significant changes in the nature of the organisation in the near future.  
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 THANK YOU

We would like to take this opportunity to sincerely thank all of those who supported us in any way during 2020.

You helped to keep our services on the road. We look forward to working with you again in the future.
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Congratulations -

We would like to

congratulate our

ambassador Colm

Cooper on his 

 engagement to

Céiltís Ní

Bheaoglaoicht.

We wish them

every happiness

and a long life

together
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News
Congratulations - Congratulations - to our bus drivers Mike and John who were winners in the Fexco Kerry Heroes of

2020. Radio Kerry announced the winners on a special show and the lads were presented with a lovely sponsored

piece from Louis Mulcahy Pottery Potadóireacht na Caolóige Well done to Mike and John. We are really proud of

them and appreciate everything that they do for our service users daily

Blankets of Hope -  We are delighted to collect and distribute blankets to anyone going through

their cancer journey who wants one. The blankets are either crocheted or knitted and donated and

given to those going through their cancer journey. Many of our service users have already benefited

from the initiative and are delighted with their blankets. The blanket are part of a care pack given to

service users when they start with us

Sympathy The team here at 

Kerry Cancer Support Group

 are heartbroken at the loss of our

friend and great ambassador for

our Limerick service Paddy King.

Paddy from Lisselton in North Kerry

was the first person many years

ago to use the service and helped

us to launch the Limerick bus in

2019. Paddy passed peacefully and

will be greatly missed by his family,

neighbours, many friends and all of

the team here. May his gentle soul

rest in peace.

https://www.facebook.com/Fexco/?__cft__[0]=AZW-PEkdqP0EjQNE5S6briyveXwhtAB2ESoGTWhEUPvXx0YI26Z0PVCD5zoo068z9Nb1_14usfG0bsu8mo65S4b8sDEeZkqxTxxKNsJM5t_I4smC6cRo4PRdCPymvwgjMi90b8-WKhgNRPgNHXetKfL-c9hXKy-bT6obeTa8tFhZyBhQWwrkIUITZmp6FLxkQtw&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/radiokerry/?__cft__[0]=AZW-PEkdqP0EjQNE5S6briyveXwhtAB2ESoGTWhEUPvXx0YI26Z0PVCD5zoo068z9Nb1_14usfG0bsu8mo65S4b8sDEeZkqxTxxKNsJM5t_I4smC6cRo4PRdCPymvwgjMi90b8-WKhgNRPgNHXetKfL-c9hXKy-bT6obeTa8tFhZyBhQWwrkIUITZmp6FLxkQtw&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/LouisMulcahyPottery/?__cft__[0]=AZW-PEkdqP0EjQNE5S6briyveXwhtAB2ESoGTWhEUPvXx0YI26Z0PVCD5zoo068z9Nb1_14usfG0bsu8mo65S4b8sDEeZkqxTxxKNsJM5t_I4smC6cRo4PRdCPymvwgjMi90b8-WKhgNRPgNHXetKfL-c9hXKy-bT6obeTa8tFhZyBhQWwrkIUITZmp6FLxkQtw&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/kerrycancer/?__cft__[0]=AZW3JPpzThVzW4ZhxP9gojGtCz3As5a7o84Dau9s_BHwaS9y_b5aU9nHGB3Z2aoWZxiC5U5sUwrrZ9V6ZA59_MrTcOr08j5yldFUVzoZlt79RgQKTC-WJV5w58h0t69sr6EzayIuAVGSVSkewwzbvzG_yUPFiruX0GPF7GXD5S1meH3idLW6lrYwdVU1pA65Rqk&__tn__=kK-R


We don’t charge for any of the services we provide - Ensuring that everyone has access to all of our services is our

first priority at Kerry Cancer Support Trust, and that is why we don’t charge for any of our services – so whether you

are dropping in to our Centre, availing of a school talk or using our bus for 7 weeks – there is no cost to you or your

family.

How your funding is used- Your money will help us to provide a variety of services that help make sure no one has

to go through a cancer experience alone. We rely on fundraisers for 85% of our funding support so you really are

very important. If you’d like more detail on where your money goes, please contact us. You can also contact us for

an informal talk about any fundraising or volunteering support you might be able to give.

We really appreciate and are careful with your money - With more and more people using our services each year,

the need for services constantly growing. Thanks to our loyal and committed fundraisers and donors, over 85% of

our income came from voluntary giving and fundraising in 2020, 

You too can be part of our team - Now, more than ever, we need people like you to join our team and get involved.

Whether you organise an event, take part in one of ours, make a donation, or give your time and energy, you can

make a huge difference for people affected by cancer. You can keep up with the latest by following us on social

media or give us a call and we will be happy to give you whatever information that you need.

Events - 2020 We were very lucky to be able to have many events, a lot of them virtual. We are grateful to the

organisers and supporters. 
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Events & Fundraising

The road to Recovery doesn't stop. We will continue
"transport to treatment" at this difficult time.


